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First Look Microsoft Office 2003Microsoft Press, 2003

	What’s inside the newest Microsoft Office System? How can your business put its new capabilities to work right away? With First Look Microsoft Office 2003, you get exclusive, advance insights and straight talk from a well-known author and columnist who works closely with the Microsoft Office team. Get the edge on understanding...
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Programming Microsoft  Visual Basic  2005: The LanguageMicrosoft Press, 2006
Use this comprehensive guide to get the essential, straightforward information you need to master the core capabilities of Visual Basic 2005.

Get the essential, straightforward information you need to master the core capabilities of Visual Basic 2005. Focusing on the language and the Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 base class library, a...
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Secure Programming with Static Analysis (Addison-Wesley Software Security Series)Addison Wesley, 2007
The First Expert Guide to Static Analysis for Software Security!
 

Creating secure code requires more than just good intentions. Programmers need to know that their code will be safe in an almost infinite number of scenarios and configurations. Static source code analysis...
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BusinessObjects XI Release 2 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Make better decisions with help from BusinessObjects    

    Find your way around Universes and see how your organization is doing    

    BusinessObjects may seem like a dauntingly complex topic, but this book makes it a snap. Even if you're new to business intelligence tools, you'll find it's...
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Illustrator 10 for DummiesFor Dummies, 2001
Illustrator 10 For Dummies covers the latest updates to Adobe Illustrator, including Web graphic tools and new effects you can apply to your images. The book also covers several timesaving shortcuts, creating brilliant graphics, exporting artwork to other applications, and printing your projects like a pro. Discover how to create curves,...
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Socialnomics: How Social Media Transforms the Way We Live and Do BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The benchmark book on to the effects and implications of social media on our daily lives, and how businesses can harness its power 


	Socialnomics is an essential book for anyone who wants to understand the implications of social media on our daily lives and how businesses can tap the power of social media to increase...
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iPhone 4S For Seniors For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Who knew a phone could do all this? Get to know your new iPhone with this fantastic full-color guide Although iPhones now dominate the landscape, it's not a given that you'll instantly know how to use one. And that's where this handy book comes in. Written in the friendly For Dummies style and sporting senior-friendly larger type...
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Extending DockerPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Get the first book on the market that shows you how to extend the capabilities of Docker using plugins and third-party tools
	
		Master the skills of creating various plugins and integrating great tools in order to enhance the functionalities of Docker
	
		A practical and learning guide...
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Java 9 Revealed: For Early Adoption and MigrationApress, 2017

	
		Explore the new Java 9 modules, SDK, JDK, JVM, JShell and more in this comprehensive book that covers what’s new in Java 9 and how to use these new features. Java 9 Revealed is for experienced Java programmers looking to migrate to Java 9.  Author Kishori Sharan begins by covering how to develop Java...
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Bash Cookbook: Leverage Bash scripting to automate daily tasks and improve productivityPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create simple to advanced shell scripts and enhance your system functionality with effective recipes

	
		Key Features

		
			Automate tedious and repetitive tasks
	
			Create several novel applications ranging from a simple IRC logger to a Web Scraper
	
			Manage your system...
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Beginning SVG: A Practical Introduction to SVG using Real-World ExamplesApress, 2018

	
		Develop SVG functionality for use within websites quickly and natively, using basic tools such as HTML and CSS. This book is a project-oriented guide to creating and manipulating scalable vector graphics in the browser for websites or online applications, using little more than a text editor or free software, and the power of...
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.NET Web Services SolutionsSybex, 2003
.NET Web Services Solutions offers just what its title states:  practical solutions to the real challenges you face as you use .NET to create  applications that communicate with web services and—more to the point—to build  and deploy web services of your own. By the time you’re done, you’ll understand  how the...
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